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Introduction:

Welcome to the Wonderful Life of Having an
Obedient Dog
Dog ownership can be among the greatest experiences of your life, as you develop a
deep and important relationship with the animal most capable of showing love and
loyalty. On the contrary, caring for a disobedient dog can become the bane of your
existence. Dogs are often relinquished to a rescue or shelters for behavior problems
which could easily be fixed with some training. A disobedient dog is not a bad dog;
s/he just needs to know how to act and how to please you. I have written this book
with the desire to turn YOU into a dog trainer. Dog training is about more than
teaching a dog to follow commands; it is about building a connection. You simply
can’t develop a good relationship unless you spend time and interact with your dog.
Hiring expensive dog trainers will never build the closeness that your own training
can achieve. Also, dogs develop boundaries and learn consistency. When another
person has trained your dog, there can be confusion as to what the boundaries are
and who the leader is. You will also relate to your dog differently than a
professional dog trainer… for the professional, training your dog is a job, for you, it
is working with a loved family member.
The Canine Connection is written to provide not only the instructions on how to
teach your dog commands, but also to understand the psyche of a dog, how they
think and respond, as they are wired very differently than us and what dogs need
from you can be counterintuitive at first. I not only want to help you train your dog;
it is my intent to pass on my wealth of knowledge so that you become the expert
trainer in your dog’s life that will bring both of you joy for years to come.
My expertise in dog training began in the military. As a young punk kid, I was selling
drugs and had a friend rob me. That was a defining moment when I realized I didn’t
want to live a life so far below my potential. It startled me and I began searching for
an outlet. I didn’t have any money for college, no place to live, and no purpose. I
have some family members who were in the military, a grandfather and a few older
family members that I respected for serving our country. I always liked how service
members carried themselves, the dress uniform looks so polished, professional and
noble. I started doing research about the branches. I thought the Marines were a
little too hard core and robotic, the Air Force seemed too soft, the Navy sounded
boring, constantly being on a big vessel, though I love the sea. For me, the Army was
the right fit.
As a kid, I never really traveled outside of California, yet my desire for travel was
strong, so I asked the recruiter if I could go overseas. They agreed to send me to
Europe as a military policeman or MP. I felt I made the right choice. This was 20002002. I was sent to Mannheim, Germany.

Setting the Rules
Initially, it’s always best to start with good habits when you first get a dog. You can
always change, add or take away rules, but try to develop and stick with what will be
acceptable in the household. Consistency is one of The World Of Dog Training- Four
Pillars of Training™ which are:
1. Consistency
2. Repetition
3. Timing
4. Reward
I will describe the first pillar here and then discuss the remaining three later in the
book. By being consistent, you show the dog what’s acceptable and what’s not.
Dogs are opportunists. They are always looking for a chance to get what they want,
which is going to conflict with your need to be consistent. They will challenge you.
For example, your pet will want to be in the kitchen when you cook. If your rule is
that the dog is not allowed in the kitchen when you cook, then you must be
consistent about enforcing it. If you are cooking while on the phone; a dog will look
for the opportunity to be in the kitchen when you are distracted. In order to
effectively train your dog, you need to stop your conversation and enforce this rule
or your dog will come to believe you are not serious about your rules.
It is crucial to keep consistency in mind when establishing boundaries. For example,
it can be confusing to your dog if it is sometimes allowed to be in the kitchen while
you cook and other times you aren’t in a mood to tolerate much and demand it to be
out of your kitchen. Established consistent rules and boundaries make the
expectations understood by everyone in the household, including your pet, and
should be maintained as thoroughly as possible.
When creating the boundaries you keep in your home, you should ask yourself Is
this reasonable for everyone in the home to uphold? Also, is it fair to my pet? Using the
example of a kitchen boundary, I recommend first setting a clear boundary, such as
allowing your dog to watch you in the kitchen, but only on the carpet; it is not
allowed to be on the tile kitchen floor. I would never allow any dog to be under my
feet or hovering around while cooking. Not only is it unsafe, that pushy begging
behavior should not be allowed. A problem with allowing a behavior that you really
don’t want your pet to display is it will likely push the limits of what you will be
willing to tolerate. Again, that’s why you must remain consistent.
If your dog is anything like mine, it may try to help with cleaning your eating
utensils with its slobbery tongue. Just imagine opening the dishwasher door and
then tending to the dirty dishes in your sink. While your attention is on putting the
dirty dishes into the washer, you may find your pet creeping up to get a lick of some

leftover food on a spoon. If I let my guard down, even my dog will consider or even
attempt to put his nose in the dishwasher. I recommend giving a verbal correction
“No” or “Off.” If that doesn’t cease the undesired behavior, then with one foot on
the ground, gently slide your other foot into your dog’s paw. The strategy is to get
into your pet’s personal space bubble and claim that space as yours, with the
expectation that it will back up. Remember that with dog training there is always
more than one way to get your end result achieved. So another tactic is to put your
dog on the “place” command when you are in the kitchen, or any other time you
want to instill a boundary. I will show you how to teach “place” in World Of Dog
Training eCourse “Door Manners.”
It’s also important to think about what you may be allowing, which is especially true
with puppies. You may let the puppy do something that wouldn’t be a good idea
with an 80 pound dog. For example, you may enjoy having the puppy sleep in your
bed, but wouldn’t want that when the dog is as big as you are. If you allow the
puppy to sleep there and then try to kick the dog out later when its full grown, that
is unfair and confusing to the dog.
Everyone needs to be on the same page, using the same commands (words)
consistently. Be consistent with the boundaries as well, such as no dogs in the bed,
on the furniture or in the kitchen when cooking. Some members of your family will
allow certain behavior(s) when others don’t. If your dog is left in a constant state of
confusion because of different rules, it can never relax or rest. I often hear that
people will use different commands when the dog jumps up. Some say “down”
when others say “no.” The word “down” is actually most often used to command a
dog to lie down, and not to stop jumping. As long as your household agrees what the
commands are, they can be anything. “Sit” can be “one,” “lay down” can be “two”
and so forth.

Common Rules to Set
•

The dog must be invited on furniture.

•

The human goes through a doorway first.

•

The dog doesn’t decide when it eats or drinks. For example, if a dog is
pushing its food bowl, I take the cue but wait until the dog has stopped that
behavior and then feed it. Otherwise, your dog will learn to become more
demanding for food.

•

They should wait for food without begging or jumping up.

Body Language
Just as with humans, we can learn a lot by paying attention to the body language
dogs display. For example, when a human is nervous, they will often have a
nervous twitch, scratch, or bounce of the legs. Similarly, dogs have common
movements which indicate mood or condition. Here are six physical cues which a
dog will use naturally when they are in a particular state of mind:

1. Air Lick: The dog isn’t actually licking a person or an object, but slightly
sticking the tongue out. It conveys agreement that the dog accepts or
approves of whatever is happening. The dog is not in a challenging mental
state. This may be displayed when your dog is comfortably lying down and
you want to give some affection. Just before the affection, if the dog is
receptive and desiring interaction, or wanting to say, “I accept your presence
in my space,” it will air lick.
2. Ears: One of the most common, obvious physical signals that the casual dog
person observes is the dog’s ears in relation to its state. Ears up, as in the
case of a German Shepherd, says the dog is comfortable and confident. Ears
up and forward reflects an increase in its arousal, and shows a desire to
pursue. The most common observation that people notice is when ears are
pinned back, which can sometimes be dangerous, in the case of a fearful dog,
but in a dog without fear issues, it is showing submissiveness along with
being agreeable. For example, if you ask your dog to come, and your dog
respects you, it may lay the ears back and lower its head as it nears you. This
is generally done in a calm mindset.
3. Tail: Another obvious physical cue from your dog, which people pay the
most attention to, is the wag of the tail. When the tail is wagging, people often
perceive it as a good sign that the dog is happy, but that isn’t always the case.
It just indicates excitement; and there is good and bad excitement depending
on what the dog is anticipating. To the novice dog owner, it would be easy to
believe that a wagging tail means the pet is happy. Although this can be true
at times, it is not always the case. A wagging tail must be assessed by the
position, speed and circumstance. For example, if a canine is meeting another
dog and sniffing the opposing dog, with the tail high over the back and
wagging quickly, that is actually a bad, excited wag. In fact, there is a likely
chance that the dogs may have a conflict. On the other hand, if we observe a
dog with a gentle, low sweeping wag, it is an indication of being excited and
happy, in a good mind frame, such as a dog waiting for its owner to throw a
ball. That wag is as excited as was the high tail wag in the previous example,
the difference is the dog is excited in a positive manner. In short, a wagging
tail does not always mean a happy dog. Evaluate what else is going on

besides the tail wagging; consider the surroundings and what the pet’s
intentions may be, in order to know what the tail wagging is indicating.
If you have a happy-go-lucky dog, then tail wagging is their expression of that state,
however, some dogs will wag their tails just by being aroused which could be caused
by concern. When the tail is tucked underneath, this is a sign that the dog is lacking
confidence, is slightly intimidated or uncomfortable. If another dog comes over and
is sniffing, and your dog senses something they don’t like, it may tuck the tail under.

Two dogs playing, but notice the height of the tails. The dog on the right has a high
stiff tail versus the dog on the left, displaying a low sweeping tail. Did you notice the
two paw lifts (mirroring)?

Some common behavioral problems and how they should
be dealt with
Jumping Up: Do not yell or touch the dog. Command the dog to “off” (not down,
that is for lying down.) Use a shaker can or a loud slamming noise to stop the dog
prior to jumping or while jumping up. It is normal to want to push the dog off you
or away but avoid doing so. Whether your attention is positive or negative, a canine
will take what it can get. If you choose the free shaping training method, turn away
as it jumps on you, click and reward once all four paws are on the ground.

Jumping Up: By me avoiding touching this poodle while jumping on me, you can see
how well ignoring can work. My hands were in my pocket the entire time.

Leash Pulling: It is common for puppies to be bothered when any sort of equipment
is attached to their neck. If the dog stops while walking, simply continue to walk; in
about five steps the dog will start to walk as well. If the canine knows how to “heel”
but chooses not to, be sure to say “heel” every time you start the walk or change
directions. Tap your left hand on your left leg to promote the dog to walk forward.
Give the dog praise and a treat at the beginning when it is walking at the desired
position. I recommend always having the dog come to you when putting on any
piece of equipment such as the leash, collar or even a muzzle. The reason is, you
want to create a positive experience where the dog is seeking to take the action you
desire, such as putting on a leash. At times, you may find a dog more interested in
sniffing than focusing on a nice paced walk. If that is the case, there are few tricks to
try: change the pace of the walk from slower to fast and vice versa, throw in a
random stop and sit, or go the other direction.

Holding the leash: Often a new client will hold the leash in a tangled mess. Try the way
pictured, the dog will not be able to pull the leash out of your hand, no matter what.

